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Developments in the management of psychosis: key evidence from 2022
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Abstract: The field of treatment and understanding in psychosis is evolving at an unprecedented
pace with advances in neuroscience. It takes time before research findings are translated to
clinical practice. Daunting as it is, clinicians need to keep up with findings which change our
practice straightaway (new medication), findings which suggest that changes are expected in
future (new theories about how illness develops and can be predicted) and findings which remind
us of continuing practice and the evidence behind them (long term follow-up studies which give
no big surprises but consolidate existing knowledge).
In a snap shot, I bring to you a range of five papers published in 2022 which enrich our
understanding of psychosis, its development and treatment.
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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemics brought numerus changes in the European mental health
systems. One of themajor, was the widespread introduction of digital psychiatry across the globe,
as the only possible option tomaintain the psychiatric care. On February 28th 2022, the European
Psychiatric Association has started a network of solidarity for Ukraine to respond to the needs of
people in Ukraine as verbalized by theUkrainianmental health professionals, but also to the need
of surrounding countries where people fromUkraine fled to. As verbalized by the colleagues from
Ukraine and surrounding countries, one of the unmet educational needs was the education for
first line helpers and volunteers from Ukraine and countries surrounding Ukraine where
displaced persons fled to. This resulted in the series of webinars on the topics detected as unmet
needs (what is normal response to trauma, how to triage dispaced persons in need of help, how to
provide first psychological help, how to approach to children of different ages, how to take care of
one-self and what is the role of supervision). The webinars were delivered by experienced
clincians, trauma experts and experts with lived experince in the war zones, incliding the ones
from Ukraine. These are available freely at the EPA website https://www.europsy.net/resource-
page/, in several languages.
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Using neurocognitive models to optimise the treatment of depression
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Abstract: Conventional antidepressants, such as SSRIs, are an effective treatment for many
patients with depression. However, for a significant proportion of patients SSRIs either lack
efficacy or are poorly tolerated. Even when SSRIs are effective in treating mood symptoms, there
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